NASA SEWP Program Office
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
10210 Greenbelt Road, Suite 200
Lanham, MD 20706-6206

To Whom it May Concern:

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY (DOE) PRIME CONTRACT NUMBER
DE-AC05-00OR22725, AUTHORIZATION TO USE NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION (NASA) SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING WORKSTATION PROCUREMENT (SEWP) V CONTRACT

In accordance with SEWP V, Section A.1.12., Individuals Authorized to Issue Orders, UT-Battelle, LLC is authorized to place orders against the NASA SEWP V contract in the performance of DOE Contract DE-AC05-00OR22725. Purchases made under the NASA SEWP V contract shall be placed in accordance with the contract terms and conditions. In accordance with Section A.1.3., Procedures for Orders, the contract shall prevail in the event of any inconsistency between the terms and conditions of the NASA SEWP contracts. The authority hereby granted is not to be transferred or reassigned. This authorization expires March 31, 2025.

If there are any questions or additional information required, please contact me at (865) 576-0418.

Sincerely,

Judson A. Kingman
Contracting Officer
ORNL Site Office

cc:
Brooks C. Baldwin, ORNL
Kathrine M. Higley, ORNL
Nicole E. Porter, ORNL
Director’s Files
Holly H. Alemar, SC-OSO
Michele G. Branton, SC-OSO
Brittany B. Logan, SC-OSO
Jamie W. Seiss, SC-OSO